From 2004 to present …

R

ead what our guests are saying about their stay at CornerStone Farm ...

Our first trip after arriving to U.S. An experience we are not going to forget. Meeting with Barb, enjoying the beautiful
farm, excellent food, very, very comfortable stay. Having fun is all we will be remembering of our one night stay here.
Thanks for inviting us and making sure we have a fabulous time. God Bless.
Vipon and Anu
We loved the time here. It was like taking an intimate part of your family and being a part of it. It was educational to learn
all the things about the animals, especially the goats. The food was EXCELLENT. It was like visiting relatives, but quiet
and relaxing. Thanks for opening your home to us and sharing your time, history and faith with us. May God bless you all
in your future endeavors.
Jon & Katie
We loved the peace and quiet and especially the home-cooked dinners too!!
Lisa & Allen, Theresa, Beth, Pat
This was a perfect vacation! Thank you so much for the kind introduction to your life on the farm, the excellent home
cooking, and the chance to enjoy this beautiful environment. We all learned so much and had a truly wonderful time here
with you!
Samuel, Susan, Elliot & Devon
We had the best time here! It was the perfect getaway. My daughter loved all the animals and activities. She is already
planning our next visit!

Heather and Haley
We had a lovely time on your farm. It's the perfect mix of busy and free-time. Your animals are simply a joy. We wish we
could take some baby goats and ducks home. Sarah especially loved her pony ride. We felt very welcome an d at home
here.
Brad & Sunni, Sarah
Dear Barb and Ward,
Thank you so much for the experience of your farm again. We will never forget the experience of helping in the birthing
of the baby goats (kids) that first day we arrived and the momma goat. It was such an unbelievable moment when we
brought "Rocky" back to life and he ended up being the strongest kid of the litter! We also had a great time fishing,
relaxing, trail walking, collecting eggs, and eating all the yummy meals. Thank you again for making our 2nd trip so very
special.
Sylvia, Alan & Jensyn
Thank you for a fabulous getaway with our friends. Sean will never forget having the Pekin duck born in his hands or
bottle-feeding the baby goats. The food was amazing!! Sean also overcame his fear of snakes. Thank you!!
Shari & David, Sean, Ryan
I really enjoy the tranquility and peacefulness of your establishment. Thanks for the wonderful hospitality and delicious
food. Hope to return again. Thanks!!
Dorothy
We very much enjoyed the hospitality ~ dinner and breakfast were great. It is a real pleasure to spend time in this restored
old home, so exquisitely furnished. We all enjoyed seeing the animals, a first for us. The only regret is to leave here to
return to the maddening crowd. We are glad to have met Ward and Barb
Libby & Lou, Alayn
This place is so cool! My mom and I are loving this place! Thank you for making it enjoyable! I like when scary things
happen (like, goats trying to eat my clothes - not really) They turn it into an adventure! I hope that we can come here
again someday. May the Lord bless you.
Gabrielle (daughter), Lisa
Want to thank you for making my first visit to your home such a wonderful experience. I very much enjoyed my stay and
look forward to returning (hopefully for pleasure instead of work next time). It is a blessing to meet people like you and
see how you incorporate your faith into your work. Thank you again for such wonderful hospitality. Your place is
beautiful.
Sandra-

We had such a great time (yet again)! The food was always EXCELLENT and you always found a way to keep us
occupied, even if the weather was not permitting. Thank you for such a wonderful time.
Leigh & Joel, MacKenzie, Karissa, Paxton, Dario
Barb & Ward, we are absolutely amazed at how much we were able to do in just a couple days at CornerStone Farm and
how much fun everything was for our kids - Alexandra (3) and Grant (1). You were ideal hosts as you extended a warm
welcome in the bed and breakfast and served as personal guides to all the farm activities. We've joked that the only
problem with the weekend was that there weren't more farm chores because of Alex's eagerness to help care for the
animals. As for the turtle shell we found on our hike, once it's been displayed at show-and-tell we'll send it back. Thanks
for a great trip,
Rachel, Jack, Alex, & Gran
Dear Barbara & Ward,
Thank you so much for your great dinner, your special breakfast cooked so perfectly & your warm hospitality. I especially
enjoyed the company & conversation.
Doris
Dear Barb & Ward,
Thank you for your warm hospitality for our large group. The food was wonderful and the children had a fantastic time.
we hope to visit again.
David
Barb & Ward,
Once again your hospitality and generosity provided us with an outstanding family vacation. Thank you so much for
sharing your world with us and providing such memorable experiences. I can't wait to come back again. Especially for
Barb's "famous" mac and cheese!
Joel and Leigh
A Mother & daughter needed a getaway. What a great relaxing time we had. The food was wonderful. Animals especially the goats were so fun! I couldn't help but think about all the work that is involved to care for your farm and
animals, plus hosting guests. The Lord has definitely gifted you with the gift of hospitality
Darlene and Tracy
Hi Barb,
Ava and I had another wonderful weekend with you and Ward, and we just want to thank you again for your hospitality.
We look forward to seeing you both again in the fall.
Michelle & Ava

Mr. and Mrs. Halligan,
Thanks a lot for all your kindness and hospitality. We really needed the atmosphere your comfy home provided. I havent'
had that much rest since I was a teenager on summer break. Hope to stop by again. Take care of yourselves. As for
us...back to the hustle and bustles of work and family. God Bless you and keep you...till next time,
ChaNae and Silas

Hi Barbara, Ward and Bill,
I'm still enjoying the memories of being with Miranda on your farm. Miranda was in her element with the
animals and the outdoors... as well as your home. She kept telling me it was the perfect place to stay... a lot
better than a hotel.
Her pleasure and delight in the entire farm experience was beyond my wildest expectations. And, I was really
surprised to find that I felt like I had come home. I truly can't remember ever having such a stress-free vacation.
My best part were the babies. You set a beautiful table, too! Yum Awards for every dish. We liked the idea of
"snacks" before the full breakfast. Were we just so hungry after chores (mostly watching Barb!) that everything
tasted so great... or was it the fresh eggs? I can't seem to duplicate your French toast, Ward. So, thank you,
thank you, and God Bless.
________
"I like the farm and thank you for letting me come.
Miranda - Child
---------Jo - What a joy to watch Miranda have a chance to be around so many animals, express her delight with them
and be able to pet them as much and long as she wanted. We are leaving wondrously full of great food,
fellowship and God's creations.
Jo, Miranda
Ward & Barb,
Thank you very much for providing delicious foods! We had a wonderful Thanksgiving! Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year! --Jin's, Huang', Wang's families

Ward & Barb We had such a wonderful time at CornerStone Farm. We can't thank you enough. It was an experience our kids
have never had & one they won't forget. The house was great, the food was great & the the animals were just
amazing. Your hospitality and patience were overwhelming.
Brad, Melissa, Chase & Sydney
Thank you both for your hospitality. We appreciate the opportunity to visit the farm and give the kids a learning
experience! Erin & Keller have been looking forward to this for a long time - and maybe this time Keller will
understand more of what it's all about. Thanks for everything.
Brett & Danie

We had a special guest stay with us and she wrote in her native language:

Asian Guest
Thank you very much for your Christian hospitality, delicious home cooking and abundance of affection/kindness toward
the children. We thoroughly enjoyed every second of this awesome vacation - from milking the goats, making cheese,
making soap and gathering chicken eggs to petting the donkeys and taking nature walks. I will spread the news of this
paradise hide-a-way to my teacher cohorts, my friends and my family. Coming here has been a blessing and this is now
our favorite bed and breakfast
Jill, Madison & Sophia
Thank you for a wonderful farm experience! Delaney loved having a baby goat to play with and goat packing. Going into
the pastures was fun too. Milking the goat by hand was a favorite of everyone's. We enjoyed your hospitality and
excellent food. The fishing was John's favorite by far. You have a warm and welcoming home- it was truly like visiting
family!
John, Melissa & Delaney
Last few days were really wonderful! It was fun milking and feeding the goats; the kids enjoyed hanging around with
these gentle and beautiful animals! This farm is truly a haven; very beautiful and relaxing. It transports us to a different
place where we can take time to appreciate and enjoy the lovely animals, flowers, butterflies, and cool breeze ... and all
God's creations!
Peter and Junni

This farm is SO fun! And the baby goats are really cute! I really liked collecting eggs! I hope we can come
back! We had a huge bon-fire. The bon-fire was really fun!!!!!
Cassi Creason (age6)
This experience was just what we were looking for. It was relaxing for the adults and great fun for the girls. We
all had a wonderful time. Ward was a terrific host. We're sorry we missed meeting Barb (in Alaska).
Cami & Jared Creason

Dear Barbara and Ward, What a fantastic experience. Kaitlyn has been showing her book to anyone that will
look! I know you were very busy when we left with the new born goat! What a great way to end our weekend.
Kaitlyn is telling everyone that was her favorite part! Holding as she puts it a 3 second old goat!! Thanks again
for a trip Kaitlyn will not forget. - emailWow, what a fantastic mother/daughter trip. Kaitlyn and I really had a wonderful time and look forward to
coming back. We felt like a real farmhand. Thanks so much for making Kaitlyn's dreams come true. - Guest book Laura and Kaitlyn
Thank you so much for your wonderful hospitality. Thank you especially for giving us the incredible experience
of witnessing the birth of Medallion's babies (goat). Although we were scared at first and didn't know what to
expect, it turned out to be one of the most memorable moments of our lives! What a miracle! Thank you!
Tara and Chris
The food was amazing, I think I gained 10 pounds. I'm a city boy, my wife grew up in the country. She fell in
love with all the animals, I fell in love with the goats, and my son LOVED the cats and dogs. It was truly an
extraordinary experience. Barbara and Ward opened their home and hearts to us, answered our questions, took
care of us, and still had time to run the farm. Truly special people, the perfect getaway my family needed. The
sunset, the birds, the chickens - everything we hoped it would be and even more. They shared God's love, God's
beauty and nature with us as if we were family. We loved this stay so much, we hope to come again and make it
an annual event, as long as they allow us to come. Last but not least, my son was the happiest he's been in a
long time. Special wonderful place. Thank you so much.
Haran, Roberta and Matthew
Thank you so much for making our first anniversary so great! We thoroughly enjoyed the food, scenery and sharing
animal conversations! A special thank you for the basket of goodies & the cider! God bless you Grady and JessicaThank you so much for the wonderful time on your farm and the most interesting glimpse of American everyday life. we
enjoyed your terrific meals and your hospitality a lot. (from Rheds, Germany)
Hi, Barbara & Ward!
This is just a short note to let you know that we made it home to Germany safely. The stay at your farm was definitely the
highlight of our vacation to the US - all family members agree on this and it is very rare that all four of us agree one
something :-) We enjoyed your company and the beautiful house, loved the animals and the delicious and generous meals
you prepared! We wish you all the best, greetings from Germany - Maybe you have any use for the enclosed pictures...
Gabi, Barnhard, Johannes & Judith Germany

We thoroughly enjoyed our stay! The food, the animals, the scenery - it couldn't have been better. what a wonderful,
relaxing vacation. I finally got the chance to experience the Nigerian Dwarf goats first hand and they were even more
friendly and beautiful than I expected. Now I know I want some of my own! We loved helping with the goats, making

cheese, the bonfire ...You made us feel very welcome. Rusty vows to come back and catch that elusive bass! Thank you so
much! We will miss the baby goats!
Kelly, Rusty & Brendan
Barb, I had a wonderful time learning and seeing all your wonderful farm animals. The animals were hilarious to a good
ole city girl like me. I loved watching those crazy bucks and experiencing the whole milking procedure. WOW, what a
really nice farm! Thanks for being so kind and patient as we asked a million questions. Take care and hope to see you
again. God is amazing.
Stephanie
Wow!! This was so much fun. I had never milked a goat or any animal for that matter. Making cheese and I could eat it
too- WOW! This was an awesome retreat getaway. Thank you for opening your home and yourhearts to me. I greatly
enjoyed your company. This was so fun. Thank you,
Linda
A house is just a house. A farm is just a farm. Seen one donkey, cow, goat, sheep, seen em all. At least that is what I
thought until I spent the weekend at CornerStone with Ward and Barb. You have added a uniqueness and sincere love for
what you have that makes others fall in love with "farm life" God has given you such a wonderful ministry & it is
awesome watching you serve. Thank you!
RobinThank you, Barbara and Ward, for letting us fish in your pond. And thank you for letting us help with the farm chores. We
had a great time. I also like making soap and doing pony ride.
Michael, Inna, Alisa & Nicholas
Thank you for such a lovely time - too many good things to name/list. We had a wonderful anniversary and Mary had a
fantastic birthday. Thank you thank you!!
(and Shelby too) GET HYPE!
~ Justin ~
We had an AMAZING time. I'm not sure what we enjoyed the most -- spending time with all the critters or getting to
know you and Ward. The land, the animals, the farm, the house, the experiences, your cooking, your hospitality, your
kindness, your knowledge and passion about the animals and your farm -- I could easily go on and on! -- ALL of it made
our stay an experience we will never forget. From the moment we arrived and the birthday cake you gave me that night, to
our drive home with the remaining cake you packed with forks and napkins -- it was a wonderful and heartfelt experience
that went beyond staying at a typical bed & breakfast. Thanks to you, Ward and all the animals (and Justin) for giving me
the best birthday imaginable. Much love, ~ Mary ~
Justin & Mary-

We really enjoyed our walk on the trails. It was an interesting weekend. It was good hearing someone saying how good
God is. I love to hear God's praises.
Carol & Homer
We would like to thank you much for our lovely stay at CornerStone Farm. Thank you for the extra touches to help us
celebrate our 20th anniversary. We loved everything from the room, the delicious meals and of course the animals. What a
blessing to see the two-week old calf and recently born donkey. My favorites were the 2 white baby goats. Thank you for
this wonderful, relaxing, experience.
We loved it!
Vivian & Henry
This is our fourth visit and it feels like we are coming home. As always, we learn so much from you both. The food was
fabulous and delicious - just like every other visit. Thank you both for your kindness towards us and your patience with
our children. They look forward to coming here as much as we do.
Nichola & Jonathan, Anna, Amy
_

Dear Ward and Barb, Becky and I stumbled upon a little piece of paradise when we found CornerStone Farm
and it was practically in our own back yard. It was exactly the experience we were looking for with the added
bonus of finding two new friends. Fondly, the "forgettables"
Laura and Becky
Thank you so much for everything during our stay. Ashley loved the trail ride and all the animals - particularly
the baby goats. I know she won't stop talking about this vacation for months and months. I don't know what I'll
be able to do next year to improve on this vacation. Thank you, thank you!
Natalie and Ashley, The Colony, TX
_
Hi Ward and Barbara! I can't thank you enough for the wonderful time and hospitality shown to the children
and myself this weekend. It was great to see everyone again and a time to make some more sweet memories as
well as recall some from the past. The two of you were 'perpetual motion machines' in the running of the farm
and hosting our visit. We can't thank you enough!
Mike and the kids
Mike, Kaitlin, Chris and Lauren, New Bern, NC
Dear Barb and Ward, Just a note to say hello and to tell you once again how fantastic our stay at CornerStone
Farm was. Becky and I had a much-needed opportunity to relax and enjoy a way of life far removed from what
we have known for many months. Your hospitality was warm and inviting as your home and we hope to make a
return visit in the Fall. Fondly,
Laura, Goode VA

Ward and Barb, just wanted to tell you both what a wonderful, peaceful, & relaxing honeymoon we had at your
farm. We couldn't have asked for a better trip. You are great hosts and your animals are excellent neighbors.
Darren and April, Lester, W VA
For Ruth, it was the comfort of your home (a home away from home!) and the delightful conversation with the
both of you. For Ross, it was milking the goat, a little fishing, and regrets only not having the time for a walk
and a bonfire. For Kyle, it was loving your animals and your kindness to allow his help, and for Cindy - the
great food that I didn't have to prepare, the beautiful view of the pond in the morning and the joy of having
chosen on accommodation that pleased us all so much and gave us a special experience to share. We would love
to return if the opportunity presents itself, and we truly felt God's love in sharing your home for a bit!
Cindy and Family, Media, PA
What a blessing! We Love you guys
Ward and Barb, Thank you! We really enjoyed our conversations with you and your friends. It was really
uplifting to be in your home. We enjoyed the delicious meals, the scenery, the animals - a perfect weekend
getaway! We'll be back & we will tell our friends & family about your B&B also.
Joshua and Shannon, Amelia, VA
Ward and Barb, this time of rest has been so peaceful and truly an answered prayer. I truly enjoyed the beautiful
scenic views and seeing all your animals close up and for the first time in real life. You both are so
accommodating and have made our vacation perfect. I needed the rest and the both of you were so kind to allow
me the opportunity to rest without feeling guilty or pressured into doing anything. Thank you for opening your
home to me and allowing me to bring my Louie (dog).
Anna, Virginia Beach, VABarb, can’t thank you enough for this wonderful stay. The animals speak for themselves(!), but it was also the
hospitality and kindness that you both showed in sharing your home and some of your daily lives with us that
was the true gift.
Nancy and Howard, Bethesda, MD
Hello dear friends in Christ, Our stay with you was a blessing to us at a time when we needed a peaceful retreat
from the many businesses with which we need to deal right now. We had such a beautiful stay with you and
look forward to a return visit in God's time. Love in Christ,
Mary and Jim, Middleton, MA

Ward and Barb We want to thank you so much for your "gifted" hospitality! There are no coincidences when He puts other
believers together. We thank you for sharing with us & others what God has blessed you with!

Sandi & Al Lane
This lovely place is more than a B&B. Ward and Bar made us feeling of a country home we wanted to stay once
in a lifetime. Home cooked foods, animals, open space, and fishing etc. We thanked my kids to find
CornerStone for a weekend of our 21st anniversary and Ward and Bard for unforgettable hospitality.
Son-ku and Young
Hello Barb and Ward, thank you for the hospitality and great food you cooked up. Cierra, our granddaughter,
and her friend Haley loved the unique experience of staying in your home as a farm bed and breakfast. There
isn’t much one can do to compete with all the electronic gadgets that fill their lives but this did it. As for Becky,
well what can I say. I think it was pretty obvious she would have gladly stayed in the barn. She missed her
calling somewhere along the way. Dorval and I again thank you for being our host. If we get a chance to come
again, we will look you up.
Susan Pennington Price and Dorval & family
We spent a wonderful afternoon exploring the farm., Anna will forever remember petting the horses and
donkeys. After a delicious meal the girls are fast asleep and I am beginning to feel the stress melt away. This is
my personal paradise! Breakfast was superb! Thank you for such a wonderful retreat ~ I am leaving feeling
pampered and we can't wait to return in March : )
Nichole and Jonathan & Amy and Anna, Raleigh, NCMy husband surprised me with a weekend getaway for our 30th wedding anniversary. He couldn't of picked a
more pleasant place! We have enjoyed the stay! Barb, thank you for your hospitality and wonderful meals. Your
house and farm are both beautiful. We will be back!!
Rob and Hazel Hampton, VA
Just wanted to say hello and let you know the impact your farm had on our lives. The kids talk daily about
cornerstone farm and many times they are playing cornerstone farm. Kyra has devised a milking station in the
front yard that is hilarious. They each still pretend to take care of the goats.
Actually, God’s faithfulness this whole past year has been nothing short of miraculous and your farm was just
one piece of the puzzle for us. I hope you don’t ever doubt the use of your place for God’s glory because it truly
was a safe haven for us where our family could get away and have a bonding experience. It was such a blessing.
We think of you often and hope it has been a profitable season for the farm as well as enjoyable.
Love,
Joy and Dirk, Kaden, Kyra, Jacksonville, FL
Thank you for a lovely extended weekend stay. The farm was lots of fun for the children. - especially the
fishing, and visiting the animals. But mostly, it was just a wonderful time to slow down and escape the cares
and busyness of city life. Thank you again and good luck in the years ahead. Blessings always.
Bonnie & David, KC, Holly --Falls Church, VA

This was a most amazing and relaxing experience. Thank you so much for your delightful hospitality. Kind
regards.
Heather & David, Luke -- Derbyshire, EnglandIn life the Lord grants blessings and our stay here was truly a blessing to meet and share in your wonderful
home. Karen and I thank you both very much. Everything was great from dinners to fishing in your pond and
sitting with the goats. Our prayer is that God will continue to bless you both Barb and Ward in all that He has
put in your care. Thank you for the blessings.
Todd and Karen, Westminster, MD
What a sense of peace and beauty here! Fellowship with fellow Christians is is a treat! "Family dinners" was
absolutely super. We hate to leave.
James and Mary
Yet another wonderful stay at our favorite B&B & farm. This time the weather held and we crammed so many
activities in 2 days. I can hardly believe it! Everyone had so much fun! & All 7 of us got to do everything we
wanted to. Thank you so much for working so hard to make this happen. As always, the food was plentiful and
delicious. We will all remember the goat packing picnic! It was fantastic!
Nichola, Jonathan and Anna, Amy, Raleigh, NC
Many thanks for everything, again! We had an amazing trip again, but especially with the baby goats and seeing
Paige give birth to the new ones! So many miracles here! We love you guys and can't wait for the next time.
Andrea & Kevin, Anthony, Carolyn, Cecelia, Woodbridge, VA
Our third time here and it gets better every time! Your Hospitality makes the stay here so much more enjoying.
The kids had a blast fishing in the pond, riding the ponies, and seeing and petting all the animals. We can't wait
to come back next time.
Michael, Janice, Meghan, Missy, and Jason Jackson, NJ
This was our family's dream come true. We will be back as long as you are in business. Thank you so very
much for the kindness to the children especially.
Chris & Rosemary, Hunter, Jackson, and Rosa
We felt as comfortable as home, what a wonderful farm. Thank you for your kindness. God Bless.
Marv & Roberta, Southfield, MIDear Barb and Ward - You have welcomed us in your home and treated us like family. Your home and land and
animals are all so beautiful. Every single meal was outstanding (the best burgers ever, the best tuna ever)! : )
You treated our children with such loving care that they will miss you as much, if not more, then the wonderful

experiences you have provided. I (Jen) will never forget your sweet red-haired goat whom I now call "Rahab".
You have put a longing for the country in this city-girl's heart!
My favorite part was hiking on the nature trails ... who would have thought?! Jay's 3 favorite things were the
meals, the hiking, and the mountain biking. The kids really loved the bonfire, the baby animals, and YOU.
Thank you so much for a most memorable Father's Day weekend. God bless you.
Jay & Jennifer, Anna, David,, Hickory, NC
We loved everything and everybody here in this wonderful home, for every soul! We are very happy we were
here and got to know very precious people, Ward and Barbara. Be God's blessing always with you and your
farm so that everything will go as we experienced. Whenever you will come to Germany ...
Andreas & Melanie, Helena, Alexander, Flonea, Duesseldorf, Germany
Barb & Ward, our time here has been truly a blessing. Thank you for the wonderful experience of farm life, the
memories we will take back home to Louisiana and especially for your time and patience with Brittany. May
God bless you both.
Randy & Donnell, Brittany Bourg, LADear Cornerstone Farm,
I loved staying with you. It was so much fun. I loved playing with your goats. I loved seeing my dad rescue
"Fatso". I wanted your baby goats; they were too cute. I loved milking your goats and playing with your
donkeys. – A child’s perspective Steve & Jody, Raven, Maya, Miami Beach, FL
Thank you so much for sharing your beautiful life with us. You made us feel like part of your family as soon as
we walked in the door. You made our stay and especially Sarah's birthday, something we will always cherish.
We can't wait until we come back "home" again. May God bless you and keep you.
Anita &Evan, Michael, Sarah, Arlington, VA

We found your place on the Virginia is for Lovers website - and we loved staying here. This is a beautiful,
peaceful farm and we really enjoyed your sharing it with us. The meals were bountiful and delicious! Thanks
for your hospitality. We'll recommend you to our friends up north and the other Yankees : )
Cheryl, Alex & Gabriel, Chappaqua, NY
Thank you for the wonderful Accommodations. We enjoyed the peace and beauty of your special world. The
breakfasts were yummy and the bed comfortable. Your warm hospitality was much appreciated.
We hope to visit again! Sincerely,

Paige and Larry
Barb and Ward, thank you so much for giving us yet another fantastic stay! You are both wonderful hosts,
excellent cooks and provide great conversation. Thank you for opening your home to us and sharing your farm.
We so look forward to our next visit. With Love,
Mike and Christi, Richmond, VA
Thank you so much for making our first "B&B" stay such a memorable one. The food, the hospitality incredible! You two are very special and we thank you for giving us the opportunity to experience your
wonderful farm. We are planning a return trip sometime in the Spring. I can hardly wait. Thank you again.
Donna and Tom, Portsmouth, VA
Peacefulness. Beauty. Warm company. CARE. We found all of this at your lovely farm. Thank you for bringing
us into your home. All was marvelous.
Thank you, Thank you, Thank you
Elise and Stephen, Arlington, VA
Thank you so much for the candy, Christmas gift basket, and your kindness and patience. You've given us a very
memorable Christmas which we can cherish forever. Everything has been delightful! We wish you the very best in your
future years. May you grow and proper and always be happy.
Shirley and Todi, Shalimar, FL
My wife and I wanted to get away for our 3rd anniversary; my wife found CornerStone Farm on-line and we came to
agreement this is where we were going. The night we arrived; it was the best hospitality you could get. From dinner and
all the rest of the meals, they were excellent, and you never leave hungry. The activities from feeding the goats animal
crackers or milking the goats, my wife thought was the best ever, to going hiking through trails and scenes that words
couldn't describe. CornerStone Farm, if you enjoy nature, animals, and food; there's no place anywhere else in Virginia.
Richard and Marie, Richmond, VA

You both are certainly blessed with a gift which make strangers feel like family. Meal times were relaxing and
fun, and the food was wonderful. This was the first B&B experience and I will have memories for years to
share. I appreciate your blessing the food and pray that God will bless your home and work, and know that
many guests will be blessed as I was. Thanks again for everything!
Karen, Jonesville, VA
Barb and Ward, I just wanted to say thank you for making this holiday the best ever. You made sure all of our
needs were met and made each of us feel special. By the time we left, you all were like family, without the
fighting. :o) We will be talking about this Thanksgiving for a long time. Take care, Donna.
Donna and Ryan, Midlothian, VA
We had a wonderful time. It's nice to find a bed and breakfast that not only allows children, but welcomes them.
Our son had so much fun here. Thank you so much for the hospitality. We wish you lots of success and
happiness.
Mae and Jamal, Raleigh, NC
A lovely stay - the grandchildren loved the farm animals. The rooms are marvelously comfortable and so
restfully decorated. We'll spread the word! The best for me (Mary) was to meet and fellowship with a new sister
in Christ - an unexpected "God”incidence!
Jim and Mary, Middleton, MA
It was a great trip. We were treated like family from the moment our feet hit the ground there at CornerStone
Farm. You truly have a piece of heaven carved out there. Philip and I both enjoyed different things about the
farm. I was crazy about the animals, and wish I could have stayed longer. Those goats are great little creatures
We will be keeping in touch and hope to be back soon. Take care. We loved it there
Kay and Philip, Richmond, VA
We had a great time. This was our first B&B experience and it set a high standard. Ward and Barb make your
stay feel like you were visiting family instead of an unsocial hotel stay. The house pets were "lap pets" and all
the "kid" goats, 29 of them, wanted all your attention. For those who fish, we caught the little ones, but saw
several 2 - 3 foot bass. We left them for you to try to catch.
Kristan & Jenny, Powhatan, VA

Only God could have arranged our stay here. After a couple of hours of going in circles, we found you in a
booklet given to us by another motel. We were entirely blessed. Celebrating our 7th anniversary (seven is
symbolically "completion" in the bible) in such privacy and hospitality and with a delicious breakfast could
only have been improved on if we had more time!
God bless you all and your efforts! Hope to see you soon! Thank you for taking us in on such short notice. It
was a blessing.
Kris and Lisa, Chesapeake, VA
What a great family vacation! We loved all the chores, activities, meals, etc. We felt like part of the Halligan
family! We can't say enough good things. Thank you!
Scott & Eileen, Jack, Jon, Manassas, VA
This has been a wonderful experience for city dwellers like us. We particularly enjoyed the little tour around the
farm and meeting all the animals. Euan was especially thrilled to see the animals up close and to be able to pat
them. Thank you Ward and Barb for your warm hospitality, great food and a great stay. God bless both of you.
Jean and Family, Singapore
Awesome! Hospitality, warmth, food & more food, delicious. Love to be back with nature. Rest, relaxing,
smells (of all types) were very welcomed. The best vacation we had for some time. God does send us to meet
some great people along our journey in life. You two & Ted were the best. In the deepest appreciation and
heartfelt thanks, we had a wonderful time. God's peace & blessing abound
Dave & Pat, Baltimore, MD
What a great time - thanks so much for the anniversary basket, but most of all your warm hospitality and good
food, extended above and beyond in Jesus' name. May God bless you in your stewardship of His gifts and
enlarge your ministry - you are already doing wonders in His name - giving people a glimpse of what it was like
before the fall and what it will be like again when we are fully reconciled and in His full, healed world.
Blessings! keep on!
Hank and Peggy
I can't remember the last time I slept so well and the sunrises in the morning over the pond were spectacular.
Gail, Stockton, NJ

My wife and I wanted a few days retreat in the country side, and CornerStone Farm was the answer. Enjoyed
Ward and Barbara's hospitality and were treated as members of the family. Room was very well furnished and
decorated, and the stay was very comfortable. Our food was carefully prepared to our liking. Best place to relax
and lay back. Add to it the Halligan's hospitality, and you won't find a better B&B anywhere.

Sam and Carol, Falls Church, VA
Staying with you guys is a lot of fun, a great and memorable experience to bring back home. This is a very
educational two-day getaway for us. I have learned so many things about animals especially the goat milking. I
am very proud to tell my friends that I have milked a goat. The horse ride was a lot of fun, watching the poultry,
the cows, the birds is very entertaining and additionally, life on the farm is never boring. We really had a good
time! Good luck to you both!
Elizabeth and Dave, Fredericksburg, VA
This is the first B&B experience for us. We had not only received a warm-hearted welcome, but also received
many knowledge's that we could not get from books or schools. We learned how to milk goats; Ko-Jen even
created his own way of milking for a beginner. We saw a couple of White crowned sparrows (of course Ward
identified them!) We also learned how to identify a Turkey vulture and a Black vulture. Well, it will take
several pages to write down the wonderful time that we had here. Best wishes to Ward and Barb.
Chia-Fang and Ko-Jen, Middletown, NJ
Applause*Bravo*Star Performance*Nicely Done*Outstanding*Terrific*Thanks
~ Just a few of the words used on the card to emphasize Sally's stay ~
Thank you again for making "my 1st experience at a B&B" an enjoyable one. Hope to see you next Spring.
Sally, SilverSprings, MD

I just want to say thank you so much for letting us use your wonderful farm for the film. It looks beautiful! I
think there are some folks on the set that may never get over the sight of seeing those little goat kids (myself
included).
The day we spent on your farm was so fantastic - I wish the whole shoot was that much fun. It was a perfect
note to end the shoot on, and it is thanks to your help and hospitality that it turned out so well.
Best of luck to you and the animals, and as soon as the film is finished, I'll let you know.
Marianne, NYC School of Cinema, Student Director
Dear Christian Friends, thank you so much for your hospitality over and above - God is so good to us to provide
you when we were tired. After an outstanding breakfast we were on our way to Columbus, OH. We met our
schedule there on time.
Harvey and Elaine, Portage, WI

What a great way to ring in the New Year! We thoroughly enjoyed our stay here. The girls especially loved
petting the miniature horses. We felt very much at home. David and I both agree that this was definitely a well
needed relaxing weekend and we were thankful to have found CornerStone Farm for our stay.
David, Tammy, Brooke & Denise, Luray, VA
Lovely place - friendly people, perfectly maintained, fine food - a real jewel!
David and Linda, Martinsville, VA
Great Hospitality! Food Great! Your planning our trip (fishing) for us was excellent! We look forward to visits
in the future. Thanks!
Larry and his 3 sons, Florida
Thank you so very much for everything you did for us this weekend. It has been our most enjoyably relaxed
weekends we have had in ages. Barb, you went above and beyond to meet our needs - thanks!!! Ward, you gave
us a new wonder to think about with fowl and everything you do with that. Aaron and I had the best time
getting back to our roots that we miss so much. Many thanks to you both! What a weekend to never forget.
Aaron and Karmen, Chesapeake, VA
We are so happy we found your web site It surely caught our attention. You couldn't be more thoughtful and
gracious hosts to us and Lincoln. Barb, the surprise of the birthday gifts for Sandy was so wonderful, she was
truly touched. We enjoyed our conversations, excellent meals, and an overall great time. Hopefully we will be
back someday. Best of Luck.
Clint and Sandy and of course "Lincoln the puppy", Fairfax, VA
I'm glad we found you on the Internet. This is a great farm and has allowed us a great family vacation. We
enjoyed all the farm chores. Cid will never forget "the big one" he caught in the pond. [A 2 FOOT BASS BY A
5-YEAR-OLD]. The farm is a beautiful place and we wish you all the best with your Bed & Breakfast.
Peter & Irene, Deena, Claudia, Cid, Augusta, GA

Barb and Ward: 434-735-0527

